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In my journey through Chittaranjan’s poetry I have seen an expansive waterfall 

at Hridaypur
1
. The mesh of words sparkles in its aqueous eyes. When I start to 

arrange them, I could hear the sound of excavation. As if, death letters of stars 

have been deposited on every layers. It’s a slight detached mystery. The 

spectrum scattered from diamond is oblique as much as the slight secrecy of a 

menstruating lady; as much as the length of dearest; as much as the breadth of 

love. There’s a slight myth in height, as the eager expectancy of life. Neglecting 

the demand of eternity it rolls down into the gallery of the universe. It has the 

outcry of three parts water in one hand and birth-language of one part earth in 

another hand. It is juggling two parallel universes continuously. Finger is 

measuring the contrast between constraint and constancy. The impossible 

atomism is taking birth inside the possible particles. The immersed 

consciousness is rolling in the anthropic principle. I’m descending into the 

acoustic cave of consciousness and collecting the particles of Ranjan
2
 while 

listening to the echo of the descent. I am writing down the experience of my 

journey in an internalized language in the form of prose and verse. 

  

                                                
1
Hridaypur – Name of a place in Kolkata, India. It’s also the address of the poet. Bengali meaning is Home of 

heart -  Hriday (Heart), Pur (Home). 

2 
Ranjan – part of name of the poet ChittaRanjan Hira, Bengali meaning Chitta (Mind), Ranjan (colouration), 

Hira (Diamond). 
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Come on gloomy deliverance and light 

Come on ascertainment of abstract living 

Come on irresistible death-language 

Look at how our birth-language becomes absolute 

inside your solitude 

What a hints of light inside your silence 

O engrossed Tamas 

tell me you are not the only gesture of life 

O insectivorous light 

tell me you are not the only endeavour of death 

That’s a difficult equation 

built in a cover of shadow 

Whether it’s truth or not 

some intimate poison's warmth 

in visible range 

Few forecasts as hints of dewdrops 

before being mirage 

 

I could see the long shadow of the Pole star on the crystal-pointed tears. Yet weeping is not 

the name of the Pole star. Truth need not be absolute just because you confine the constant 

position of the star with truth. This long way keeps an intervening gap between reasoning and 

unreasoning. The illusion of beauty is next to the fistful unprecedented. It doesn’t end if you 

say you don’t want to be involved. You made the binding of weeping so dangerous that as if 

there’s no illusion in its tears, as if it hasn’t touched by sweat-drops of moment anytime. 

Today I have come near water to see how much speculative how much natural the tear is. 

Though there’s transparency of crystal, it’s not true that the scattered light from tears will 

become the Pole star.  

 

Secret dark below light 

Its smiles and weep are so soft 

that if you keep a scale or balance 

there will be mistake in minute weight 

If you keep your eyes 

on its motion’s mark in the sky 
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you could find so many layers of dust on it 

They may be history now  

yet their existence was there like relationship 

going on tearing in confusion of existence 

going on weaving artistic design of endangered living 

Before being understood when it was present 

call of past starts ringing 

If you dig timid and tender nights of past 

you could see all weeping were wrapped  

with thrones and flowers 

Today all are silent flower vases 

throne-less 

smooth 

Only belief of suicide remains 

with a kiss and caress of death 

 

I engage words on every parts of the nocturnal language. I look for the sign of arrow at the 

cleavage of her breast. Crystal hints on the signifier. It’s a story of wreckage, a secret illusion 

of relationship, in confusion, in reformation like the cave-made solitude, which is easily 

contactless. Yet there’s an irrelevant measurement of the aerial temperature. Height is 

actually an inorganic insanity. You may think it as confession, as the wave passion before 

breaking, as the poetics with the knot of words. As if a forwarding hand of thousand years is 

looking for the essence of pure love. It’s a construction with hand in hand, so perfect so 

immaculate that the glory of creation moves in hypnosis, 

 

Come on gloomy deliverance and light 

Come on my dear life 

Come on my dearest death 

Crimson navel root of two pieces of world  

hides conch-shell-sound of birth-moment 

and hints of upcoming death with illusion of life 

Under intense pressure and temperature of silence  

chemistry grows up there 

such a spontaneous splendour 
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such a brilliant manifestation 

that the mind, averse to stream floats away  

in multi-coloured stream of Ranjan 

Hints of light, picked up from darkness, 

come up with intense lava stream 

so restless 

so reckless 

as if every refraction wants to cross 

index of infinity 

 

I am motionless, sitting by the side of the feathery hunting. An alternative breath is swinging 

inside the faint breath. Under the naked ribs such boldness is taking birth, as if the story of 

courage hasn’t been written anytime, as if no one has called as ‘moron moron’
3
 in the uneven 

excursion of love, 

 

As much obstruction of conductive red blood as much resistance 

all elongate our sighs one by one 

Transformation inhabits left atrium 

Sharpen upcoming words 

By collapsing right atrium blue snake peeps in silently 

Colour of death comes up along the polluted music 

Reptilian revelation around every parts of body 

 

Still there are some colours of memory in the background music. A black and white 

fascination is rolling in the leftover moulting. Intention and predication swings in the hand of 

absence. The basket of solid lies absorbs the blue life of poison that you see in the impact of 

heritage. The inclined face of enlightened truth becomes indifferent in the safe shelter of 

upcoming death. 

I have picked up its footprint from Ashwini-ghat
4
 just now 

Secrecy related evening on signified external body 

                                                
3
moron – Bengali word for death 

4
Ashwini– The Horse shaped wife of the Sun God, according to Hindu mythology. The first one of the 27 stars 

according to Hindu astronomy.  

Ghat – A landing stage on the bank of a river. 
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It was thought to be illusive 

yet much more wondrous 

Wonder-marks remain on thick lips 

in deep navel-nest 

Words leave its imprint of virgin creation 

when season becomes prepared 

 

I was then swinging in the triangular relationship of poet-poem-reader. Every day was 

emigrated life in the triangular daydream. I was busy in constructing a poetic canvas in a 

tricolour orbit with the imprinted DNA. The protein particles were intertwining in the 

marinated transcription. I believed that I could entangle your primitiveness at least at one of 

the four hands of carbon. I knew that the pollinated letters may fall off without the authentic 

tie of love. Yet the sequence of life was creeping up on the aquatic faith. At the outside, your 

astrologic vision was searching harmony in lunar days and stars. The careless air in the 

playroom of infinity was waking up with the innocent friend-scription of mailbox. A gentle 

communication has been established in the playroom. I couldn’t realize when Nishipal came 

with silent steps. It dug a secret tunnel on the wall of my cerebrum with chilled melancholy. 

Canvas became so transparent that it seemed to be the last version of carbon. I wanted to 

relieve you from the pretence of science. I wanted to measure how much the globe in 

globalisation is, how much the pleasure trip of mourners with molten words.  

 

I deposited sensitive face in streamy night 

Long steps of awakening stay awake within secret sigh  

Dumb stairs through naked spine 

lovelorn face through frozen heart 

A story of mask 

Call of night behind screen 

Intelligent light in difficult dark 

like granular conflicts next to stubborn words 

Lone drunken road of sharp churning 

Blurred concept of shadow into word’s trap 

like creeping melancholy next to bright light 

On unrelated lips reliable fingers gather 

wrong time 
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wave of destruction 

uprooted space 

as if mingle of these to jingle essence of creation 

such as lone darkness next to luxurious light 

such as confusion of God next to swastika sign 

 

The Brahma-Kamal
5
 blossoms on night’s navel. I am slightly confused whether to think of 

Brahma or Kamal. A little colour blindness. After all five percent of the world is still colour 

blind. With the hints of navel I could easily cross Kamal or Kamini
6
. The dead moon of the 

dream’s womb and its tension towards crematorium is so irresistible so shameless that all the 

rehearsals of freedom look like the colour-illusive play. 

 

Light is unable to introduce its colour to her 

She is engrossed by beauty of Tamas 

Glow of shimmering fire 

on curved neck of colour-blind 

Disaster of Chaitra
7
  

in her eyes 

Gradually immersed in form 

keeping aside your colour  

 

I’m thinking about an alternative reading. The terror of continuous journey from perception 

to assimilation hangs on the lips of suicide. Arrow of words pierced into the motion of death. 

In fact words are also the bridge of alternative stream, truth with untruth, me with you, 

 

Truth is swinging between life-shores 

at every step of unanswered 

taking zero from void 

to engage itself in daring game 

Untruth is hanging in mere illusion 

                                                
5
Brahma-Kamal – Name of a Himalayan flower in Lotus group. Brahma (God) Kamal(Lotus).  

6
Kamini – Bengali word for a charming Woman 

7
Chaitra – Bengali name of a month of spring 
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at every room of domestic courtyard 

gathering mohur from living 

to adapt itself with mime-mesmerized drawing room 

 

In fact there’s no gender difference between truth and untruth. It’s relative only. If we try to 

view it with a proper perspective, only the mortality of light increases there. I try to find the 

burned light of dead firefly from the darkness. The daily script of truth bubbles throughout 

the day and night in the frowning gesture of arrogant light. The darling untruth leaves the 

clean territory to float in the deep blue stream of pollution. 

 

When drunken night-language gets old 

tired steps look for main door 

with illusive utterance of ‘bodorbodor’
8
 

Truth and untruth  

handed over to courtyard of jihad 

Sunshiny story wipes the dew 

and kneels to night anvil 

Blind Tamas looks for secrecy  

to her utmost limit 

 

On the celebrated evening of Nishipal, I ignited a sacrificial fire with mourning elegy to keep 

a Brahma-woman with a care of creation and an un-embodied Purusha
9
 with a death warrant. 

O Poetry! From the day of determination of your caste inside emotional and conventional 

cave, you have seen many regions of death, in exile, in history, in the barren roots of the load 

carrier. Today I have ignited the sacrificial fire to eradicate the classification of yours, mine, 

of barren world. Poet or poem who writes whom? With whose boldness uncertainty jumps 

from certainty? The distance from poet to poem is not as far as you think. Poet or poem is a 

riverine relation where egotism burns itself to keep inorganic love in promise. It’s a personal 

healing, a holy Pranayam
10

, where no decay, no degeneration only astonishing aestheticism. 

                                                
8
bodorbodor – Name of a Muslim saint, whose name is uttered by boatmen to ensure a safe voyage.  

9
Purusha –According to Sankhya philosophy Purusha is pure consciousness absolute, eternal and subject to no 

change. It’s neither a product of evolution, nor the cause of any evolute, where evolute is a curve which is the 

locus of the centre of curvature of another curve in mathematics. 

10
Pranayam – Name of a particular type of yoga. 
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Chittaranjan Hira: An important Bengali poet of 

this time, born and brought up in Kolkata. 

Chittaranjan Hira is one of the most innovative 

Bengali writers of 80’s. He focused on alternative 

literary pursuits, and experimenting with 

contemporary poetic language. In the year of 1990, 

his first book of poems Swatantro Ishwar 

(Independent God) was published. After that, he 

authored several poetry-books, Baknadi Mayajal 

(Word-River Water-Illusion, 1995), Footnote-e 

Surjoday (Sunrise at Footnote, Vinnomukh Pub, 

2015), Nirasakto Bishadtara (Indifferent Melancholic 

Star, Vinnomukh Pub, 2016) to name a few amongst 

them. His essay collection Kobitar Manobhumite (At 

the Mind Base of Poetry, Lokesokha Pub, 2009), Gahane Abogahane Kobi Manjush (Deep 

Immersing with Poet Manjush, Sahitya Romgberomg Pub, 2015). Chittaranjan Hira edited 

two poetry anthology, Kobita Bohota Nodi (Poetry a Flowing River, 1985) and Eie Chhorar 

Bone Satyajit (Satyajit at the jungle of this Rhymes, 1992). He’s one of the editors of 

Vinnomukh (The Other Face) magazine for more than 15 years. Chittaranjan Hira bagged 

many awards namely Manjush Dasgupta Memorial Award, Sahitya Rangberong Award etc. 

for different books.  

 

Here are few sips of poetry from his book, translated by Indranil Biswas 

 

‘For Amorphous Passenger’  

Gyan
i
 is a desire, like suicidal amour 

Prosperity, whatever you have, divert you from luminary  

Light being a breeze, borne in ethereal darkness 

Therefore, Gyan don’t have any subject even no appearance 
 

Sun is being kept underneath by taking off from Gyan-ring 

Sunshine is boiling its illicit crystal 

Northern wind repassing from the glob and who knows 

How the plot is assimilated with the sublime in an unmeasured way! 
 

Unlike North Pole is tying the knot with south, south is knocking the  

Eastern portico in silence with its un-chanted body 

Undesired electric coming out of the blank grill murmuring about the train 

of without having a passenger 
 

Passion bows down at the feet of crusader words 

Being half fed throughout the entire day, who will light the lamp to the 

kinsmen’s empty island? Who can play the cheerful piano with colour 

fingers of Saptapadi
ii
! An amorphous passenger train is running 

   towards the tide muse…        
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‘Afore the South’ 
They have a long way ahead afore the south 

Reaching there just put the silence 

It couldn’t say 

  Yet I’m talking 

Hazy pleasant aspire the tempt 

Be watch inverted noon 

   Adjacent to juggle 

Plenty torpor is attending created dream 

    Lute of mist 

To look properly mood wipes away 

    The square 

After growing flames of a burning coffin 

Can’t admit pain to refrain 

Unknown day is living in surge 

 

 

 

‘This is the First’ 

Occasionally nearest echo 

Teach to sit silent 

 

Don’t have a chat of the mid street 

Rolling of a day 

We are playing with doves 

Talking back again and again 

Inside of once more come now different 

Dream house grows with night attire deals 

Remaining away a frock of shadow 

Acquainted us with the breath of butterflies 

After having a stand 

Jingle kisses on forehead of moving winter 

 

 

                                                
i
Gyan- The word ‘Gyan’ may be translated as ‘knowledge’, but so far the Indian Philosophy, ‘Gyan’ differs 

from Western epistemology of ‘knowledge’. ‘Saptapadi’ –A social rite (rather religious) performed in Hindu 

marriage in India and signifies the importance of predecessor’s commemoration. 

ii
Saptapadi –A social rite (rather religious) performed in Hindu marriage in India and signifies the importance of 

predecessor’s commemoration. 


